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Abstract

The last few years have witnessed a surge in methods for symbolic regression,
from advances in traditional evolutionary approaches to novel deep learning-based
systems. Individual works typically focus on advancing the state-of-the-art for
one particular class of solution strategies, and there have been few attempts to
investigate the benefits of hybridizing or integrating multiple strategies. In this
work, we identify five classes of symbolic regression solution strategies—recursive
problem simplification, neural-guided search, large-scale pre-training, genetic
programming, and linear models—and propose a strategy to hybridize them into
a single modular, unified symbolic regression framework. Based on empirical
evaluation using SRBench, a new community tool for benchmarking symbolic
regression methods, our unified framework achieves state-of-the-art performance
in its ability to (1) symbolically recover analytical expressions, (2) fit datasets
with high accuracy, and (3) balance accuracy-complexity trade-offs, across 252
ground-truth and black-box benchmark problems, in both noiseless settings and
across various noise levels. Finally, we provide practical use case-based guidance
for constructing hybrid symbolic regression algorithms, supported by extensive,
combinatorial ablation studies.

1 Introduction
<latexit sha1_base64="0ZvlucJd/zEOkql3C/YBU6oKvek=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahgpREinosevFYwbSFNpTNdtMu3WzC7kYIob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3KY5aOuDgcd7M8zM82POlLbtb6u0tr6xuVXeruzs7u0fVA+POipKJKEuiXgkez5WlDNBXc00p71YUhz6nHb96d3c7z5RqVgkHnUaUy/EY8ECRrA2klvvXaTnw2rNbtg50CpxClKDAu1h9WswikgSUqEJx0r1HTvWXoalZoTTWWWQKBpjMsVj2jdU4JAqL8uPnaEzo4xQEElTQqNc/T2R4VCpNPRNZ4j1RC17c/E/r5/o4MbLmIgTTQVZLAoSjnSE5p+jEZOUaJ4agolk5lZEJlhiok0+FROCs/zyKulcNpyrRvOhWWvdFnGU4QROoQ4OXEML7qENLhBg8Ayv8GYJ68V6tz4WrSWrmDmGP7A+fwDDso4D</latexit>

(X, y) <latexit sha1_base64="jFyyjNrYHkgFkiRbmN/bX65uemI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIqMeiF48VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsvggl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbR1YGGbesO9NmEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmSTTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px3cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrJ7w0SNP1qza27c5BV4hWkBgWa/eqXzbEs5gqZpMZ0PTfFIKcaBZN8WullhqeUjemQdy1VNOYmyOfLTsmZVQYkSrR9Cslc/Z3IaWzMJA7tZExxZJa9mfif180wuglyodIMuWKLj6JMEkzI7HIyEJozlBNLKNPC7krYiGrK0PZTsSV4yyevktZF3buqXz5c1hq3RR1lOIFTOAcPrqEB99AEHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L0ZJTZI7hD5zPH/RWjss=</latexit>

.
.
.

<latexit sha1_base64="8N550CRiYUCa7+ESN49rnNw1yp8=">AAACBXicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9aiHxiB4CjMS1GPQi8eIZoFMCD2dStKkZ6G7JhiGuXjxV7x4UMSr/+DNv7GzHDTxQcHjvSqq6vmxFBod59taWl5ZXVvPbeQ3t7Z3du29/ZqOEsWhyiMZqYbPNEgRQhUFSmjECljgS6j7g+uxXx+C0iIK73EUQytgvVB0BWdopLZ95CE8oArSu0gOgWZewLDPmUwrWdtt2wWn6ExAF4k7IwUyQ6Vtf3mdiCcBhMgl07rpOjG2UqZQcAlZ3ks0xIwPWA+ahoYsAN1KJ19k9MQoHdqNlKkQ6UT9PZGyQOtR4JvO8ZF63huL/3nNBLuXrVSEcYIQ8umibiIpRnQcCe0IBRzlyBDGlTC3Ut5ninE0weVNCO78y4ukdlZ0z4ul21KhfDWLI0cOyTE5JS65IGVyQyqkSjh5JM/klbxZT9aL9W59TFuXrNnMAfkD6/MHIy2Y+w==</latexit>

Solve P1

<latexit sha1_base64="jFyyjNrYHkgFkiRbmN/bX65uemI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIqMeiF48VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsvggl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbR1YGGbesO9NmEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmSTTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px3cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrJ7w0SNP1qza27c5BV4hWkBgWa/eqXzbEs5gqZpMZ0PTfFIKcaBZN8WullhqeUjemQdy1VNOYmyOfLTsmZVQYkSrR9Cslc/Z3IaWzMJA7tZExxZJa9mfif180wuglyodIMuWKLj6JMEkzI7HIyEJozlBNLKNPC7krYiGrK0PZTsSV4yyevktZF3buqXz5c1hq3RR1lOIFTOAcPrqEB99AEHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L0ZJTZI7hD5zPH/RWjss=</latexit>

.
.
.

<latexit sha1_base64="7E1+1HVedFtaA8UDSdiN9pq4Db8=">AAACBXicbVDJSgNBEO1xjXEb9aiHxiB4CjMS1GPQi8eIZoFMCD2dStKkZ6G7JhiGuXjxV7x4UMSr/+DNv7GzHDTxQcHjvSqq6vmxFBod59taWl5ZXVvPbeQ3t7Z3du29/ZqOEsWhyiMZqYbPNEgRQhUFSmjECljgS6j7g+uxXx+C0iIK73EUQytgvVB0BWdopLZ95CE8oArSu0gOgWZewLDPmUwrWVu07YJTdCagi8SdkQKZodK2v7xOxJMAQuSSad10nRhbKVMouIQs7yUaYsYHrAdNQ0MWgG6lky8yemKUDu1GylSIdKL+nkhZoPUo8E3n+Eg9743F/7xmgt3LVirCOEEI+XRRN5EUIzqOhHaEAo5yZAjjSphbKe8zxTia4PImBHf+5UVSOyu658XSbalQvprFkSOH5JicEpdckDK5IRVSJZw8kmfySt6sJ+vFerc+pq1L1mzmgPyB9fkDeA2ZMw==</latexit>

Solve Pi

<latexit sha1_base64="5rhwB217eyFohz9OpeQcIUADdQs=">AAACBXicbVA9SwNBEN3zM8avqKUWi0GwCncS1DJoYxnRfEASwt5mkizZvTt254LhuMbGv2JjoYit/8HOf+Pmo9DEBwOP92aYmedHUhh03W9naXlldW09s5Hd3Nre2c3t7VdNGGsOFR7KUNd9ZkCKACooUEI90sCUL6HmD67Hfm0I2ogwuMdRBC3FeoHoCs7QSu3cURPhAbVK7kI5BJo2FcM+ZzIpp23VzuXdgjsBXSTejOTJDOV27qvZCXmsIEAumTENz42wlTCNgktIs83YQMT4gPWgYWnAFJhWMvkipSdW6dBuqG0FSCfq74mEKWNGyred4yPNvDcW//MaMXYvW4kIohgh4NNF3VhSDOk4EtoRGjjKkSWMa2FvpbzPNONog8vaELz5lxdJ9azgnReKt8V86WoWR4YckmNySjxyQUrkhpRJhXDySJ7JK3lznpwX5935mLYuObOZA/IHzucPfh2ZNw==</latexit>

Solve Pm

<latexit sha1_base64="jFyyjNrYHkgFkiRbmN/bX65uemI=">AAAB7HicbVBNS8NAFHypX7V+VT16WSyCp5KIqMeiF48VTFtoQ9lsN+3SzSbsvggl9Dd48aCIV3+QN/+N2zYHbR1YGGbesO9NmEph0HW/ndLa+sbmVnm7srO7t39QPTxqmSTTjPsskYnuhNRwKRT3UaDknVRzGoeSt8Px3cxvP3FtRKIecZLyIKZDJSLBKFrJ7w0SNP1qza27c5BV4hWkBgWa/eqXzbEs5gqZpMZ0PTfFIKcaBZN8WullhqeUjemQdy1VNOYmyOfLTsmZVQYkSrR9Cslc/Z3IaWzMJA7tZExxZJa9mfif180wuglyodIMuWKLj6JMEkzI7HIyEJozlBNLKNPC7krYiGrK0PZTsSV4yyevktZF3buqXz5c1hq3RR1lOIFTOAcPrqEB99AEHxgIeIZXeHOU8+K8Ox+L0ZJTZI7hD5zPH/RWjss=</latexit>

.
.
.

<latexit sha1_base64="zYA27x8OG2VzuukSUYFEBJW/jwk=">AAACynicbVHLatwwFNU4faTT1yRZZmM6BFIogx3SpsvQbrroIoVOEpiZDrJ87YiRJSNdJzFCi0L/oZ/Qbfo5/ZvKHhecpBckDuce6V7OSUrBDUbRn0Gw8eDho8ebT4ZPnz1/8XK0tX1qVKUZTJkSSp8n1IDgEqbIUcB5qYEWiYCzZPWx6Z9dgjZcya9Yl7AoaC55xhlFTy1Hu3OEa2z/sZRnzs6RVt/sfvzaueVoHE2itsL7IO7AmHR1stwa/JynilUFSGSCGjOLoxIXlmrkTIAbzisDJWUrmsPMQ0kLMAvbTnfhnmfSMFPaH4lhy/ZfWFoYUxeJVxYUL8zdXkP+rzerMHu/sFyWFYJk60FZJUJUYWNJmHINDEXtAWWa+11DdkE1ZeiNG94ac93t+q/21ms2qhQyn8HayZTqVa4BpLM6T5z1pr3xzr1trsjb0KoEoM1LZxNRQZ9rY9CQ9jlptPFKra5knzZcprXrjev1UqOdveTKYzf0UcZ3g7sPTg8m8bvJ4ZfD8fGHLtRNsktekX0SkyNyTD6REzIljHwnv8gN+R18DnRQB3YtDQbdmx1yq4IffwGsFuGg</latexit>

⌧
(1)

<latexit sha1_base64="842KoQ7G3R6IKi9gXL248nWIUb8=">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</latexit>

⌧
(m)

<latexit sha1_base64="mjKeKSvXZ0NJIuT+Y+xUYMoxadA=">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</latexit>

⌧
?

<latexit sha1_base64="TtVCgxlJ9zWo1aHp8nqd6xiGjtY=">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</latexit>

⌧GP

<latexit sha1_base64="4bPpsMb7k1tFkv0X9PiQxf/tYlk=">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</latexit>

⌧RNN � ⌧GP

<latexit sha1_base64="gQwIcu2ZzIafXsArmAfVwr/rOe0=">AAACxnicbVFNT9tAEN24pYWUtqEcOPRiNULqoYrsin4cEVw4UokAUhJF6/XYWWW9a+2OgWi1Uv8FP6DX8oP4N107RjLQkWw9vXmzM3ovKQU3GEX3veDFy41Xrze3+m+23757P9j5cG5UpRmMmRJKXybUgOASxshRwGWpgRaJgItkeVz3L65AG67kGa5KmBU0lzzjjKKn5oO9KcINNu/Y1Ghnp7gApG4+GEajqKnwOYhbMCRtnc53erfTVLGqAIlMUGMmcVTizFKNnAlw/WlloKRsSXOYeChpAWZmm80u3PdMGmZK+09i2LDdCUsLY1ZF4pUFxYV52qvJ//UmFWY/Z5bLskKQbL0oq0SIKqztCFOugaFYeUCZ5v7WkC2opgy9af1Ha27aWx9qf31mrUoh8/63LlK9zDWAdFbnibPetC/euW/1L/I2NCoBaPPS2URU0OUoz/wYpF1OGm28Uqtr2aUNl+nKddZ1ek2SV1x57Po+yvhpcM/B+ddR/H108OtgeHjUhrpJPpJP5DOJyQ9ySE7IKRkTRhz5Q/6Su+AkkEEVXK+lQa+d2SWPKvj9D8Ew4IU=</latexit>

✓
<latexit sha1_base64="opz6RMPq6CMU+DCOSF9f/t9O5cw=">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</latexit>

⌧RNN

<latexit sha1_base64="PIFel4gBgP0inT2LyVOBFG0DZ2M=">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</latexit>

 

<latexit sha1_base64="dUv7/83g3Xe6d24qbtI0qc/1WSg=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpRdKeqx6MVjBfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhWWpT/CiwdFvPp7vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpKFKEtEvFIdQOsKWeStgwznHZjRbEIOO0Ek7uZ33miSrNIPpo0pr7AI8lCRrCxUqfavUjPB2JQrrg1dw60SrycVCBHc1D+6g8jkggqDeFY657nxsbPsDKMcDot9RNNY0wmeER7lkosqPaz+blTdGaVIQojZUsaNFd/T2RYaJ2KwHYKbMZ62ZuJ/3m9xIQ3fsZknBgqyWJRmHBkIjT7HQ2ZosTw1BJMFLO3IjLGChNjEyrZELzll1dJ+7LmXdXqD/VK4zaPowgncApV8OAaGnAPTWgBgQk8wyu8ObHz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/RdWO4w==</latexit>

(X, y)m

<latexit sha1_base64="ie4pE8MX9BkrN0A3OltfW25E1xQ=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpRdKeqx6MVjBfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhWWpT/CiwdFvPp7vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpKFKEtEvFIdQOsKWeStgwznHZjRbEIOO0Ek7uZ33miSrNIPpo0pr7AI8lCRrCxUqfavUjPB96gXHFr7hxolXg5qUCO5qD81R9GJBFUGsKx1j3PjY2fYWUY4XRa6ieaxphM8Ij2LJVYUO1n83On6MwqQxRGypY0aK7+nsiw0DoVge0U2Iz1sjcT//N6iQlv/IzJODFUksWiMOHIRGj2OxoyRYnhqSWYKGZvRWSMFSbGJlSyIXjLL6+S9mXNu6rVH+qVxm0eRxFO4BSq4ME1NOAemtACAhN4hld4c2LnxXl3PhatBSefOYY/cD5/AOrWjqc=</latexit>

(X, y)1

<latexit sha1_base64="6MwE3OiTgq8CZRxn7pm7IihbgUs=">AAAB7nicbVBNSwMxEJ2tX7V+VT16CRahgpRdKeqx6MVjBfsB7VKyabYNTbJLkhWWpT/CiwdFvPp7vPlvTNs9aOuDgcd7M8zMC2LOtHHdb6ewtr6xuVXcLu3s7u0flA+P2jpKFKEtEvFIdQOsKWeStgwznHZjRbEIOO0Ek7uZ33miSrNIPpo0pr7AI8lCRrCxUqfavUjPB2xQrrg1dw60SrycVCBHc1D+6g8jkggqDeFY657nxsbPsDKMcDot9RNNY0wmeER7lkosqPaz+blTdGaVIQojZUsaNFd/T2RYaJ2KwHYKbMZ62ZuJ/3m9xIQ3fsZknBgqyWJRmHBkIjT7HQ2ZosTw1BJMFLO3IjLGChNjEyrZELzll1dJ+7LmXdXqD/VK4zaPowgncApV8OAaGnAPTWgBgQk8wyu8ObHz4rw7H4vWgpPPHMMfOJ8/P8WO3w==</latexit>
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Figure 1: Unified deep symbolic regression. The five integrated
solution strategies are color-coded: AIF, DSR, LSPT, GP, LM.

Symbolic regression (SR) aims to
identify a tractable mathematical ex-
pression to best fit a dataset. Specif-
ically, given the set of pairs {

�
xi =

(xi,1, . . . , xi,d), yi

�
}n

i=1, SR seeks a
mathematical function f : Rd ! R
such that the residual kf(X) � yk2

is minimized, where the matrix X 2
Rn⇥d has entries Xi,j = xi,j , the vec-
tor y 2 Rn has entries yi, and we

⇤Corresponding author.
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assume point-wise application of real-valued functions over vectors and matrices, i.e., f(X) =
(f(xi))n

i=1 2 Rn (we keep this convention throughout the paper for convenience).

Since the introduction of SR as an application of genetic programming (GP) (Koza, 1994), many
classes of methods—especially machine learning-based methods in recent years—have been proposed.
These methods include recursive problem simplification (Udrescu et al., 2020), neural-guided search
(Petersen et al., 2021a), large-scale pre-training for problem generalization (Biggio et al., 2021;
Kamienny et al., 2022; Vastl et al., 2022), sparse linear regression using nonlinear basis functions
(Brunton et al., 2016), and combination of evolutionary search with learning (Mundhenk et al.,
2021). Each of these independent advances exploits different information (e.g., graph modularity
or constraints) to offer key capabilities for various aspects of the SR problem (e.g., search or
generalization), but the specificity of each work resulted in design choices that pose limitations in
other facets of the problem. This motivates an investigation of whether disparate solution strategies
are complementary to one another and how they can be effectively combined. In this paper, we
carefully rewire the five aforementioned solution strategies into a unified SR framework and show
that they are indeed complementary.

Based on the SRBench pipeline for benchmarking SR algorithms (https://github.com/cavalab/
srbench), our unified deep symbolic regression (uDSR) framework achieves a new state-of-the-art
in SR: for ground-truth problems, uDSR ranks highest in both symbolic-based and accuracy-based
solution rates for both noiseless settings and for multiple noise levels; for black-box problems, uDSR
falls on the accuracy-complexity Pareto frontier alongside three other non-dominated algorithms.

Our main contributions in this work include: (1) a modular, unified framework for SR that integrates
five disparate SR solution strategies (illustrated in Figure 1); (2) a novel LINEAR token that identifies
sparse coefficients of a linear combination of basis functions and can be used by almost any SR
algorithm; (3) achieving new state-of-the-art for SR on SRBench in its metrics for symbolic recovery,
solution accuracy, and accuracy vs complexity trade-offs; and (4) practical recommendations for
designing SR algorithms, driven by extensive and combinatorial ablation studies that show the
complementary benefits of these previously disjoint SR solution strategies.

2 Background

We describe each of the five solution strategies our framework unifies. For each strategy, we focus on
a key capability and a key limitation2, summarized in Table 1, which motivates our unification that
captures all capabilities and mitigates all limitations via the inherent synergy among strategies. We
encourage readers to read the original works for additional background.

AI Feynman. AI Feynman 2.0 (AIF) (Udrescu et al., 2020) approaches SR via recursive problem
simplification; it is the only known algorithm to date to employ this solution strategy. Specifically,
AIF exploits knowledge of physics and the given training data, (X, y), by identifying simplifying
properties (e.g., multiplicative separability) of the underlying functional form. Applying a simplifica-
tion yields sub-problems (or one sub-problem) of lower dimensionality. Simplifications are applied
recursively until all sub-problems (i.e., leaf nodes of the recursion tree) are 1-dimensional. For each
sub-problem, the paper employs a combination of brute force search plus polynomial fit (BF/PF).
Finally, solutions to the sub-problems are then combined back into a final solution to the original
problem. While AIF positions itself as a standalone SR algorithm, it is more appropriately understood
as a SR problem simplification algorithm, as pointed out in prior work (Petersen et al., 2021a; Biggio
et al., 2021). From this general perspective, the use of BF/PF is simply a design choice, orthogonal to
the core methodology, and may be enhanced by integration with more advanced search methods for
solving sub-problems.

Deep symbolic regression. Deep symbolic regression (DSR) (Petersen et al., 2021a) leverages the
effectiveness of deep reinforcement learning for combinatorial search in SR. DSR employs a neural
network controller with parameters ✓ to represent a distribution p(⌧ |✓) over mathematical expressions
⌧ = [⌧1, . . . , ⌧T ], represented by the sequence of “tokens” ⌧i (mathematical operators, input variables,
or constants) in the pre-order (depth-first then left-to-right) traversal of the corresponding expression

2We clarify that the key limitations are not necessarily issues with the algorithms themselves; often, they are
conscious design decisions by the authors. For example, in the context of physics-based SR problems, AIF’s use
of BF/PF only strengthens their claim that recursive simplification alone is often sufficient to solve the problem.
This work considers a wider context of challenging SR problems, in which these can be viewed as limitations.

2
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tree (see Koza (1994) for details). For instance, ⌧ = [+, SIN, x1, EXP, x2] corresponds to expression
f(x) = sin(x1) + exp(x2). Expressions are sampled from the controller autoregressively, i.e.
p(⌧ |✓) =

QT
i=1 p(⌧i|⌧1:i�1, ✓), and evaluated based on fitness R(⌧, (X, y)) to the (X, y) dataset.

The controller is then trained to maximize the reinforcement learning objective:

J(✓) := E⌧⇠p(⌧ |✓) [R(⌧, (X, y))] , (1)

using a risk-seeking policy gradient that aims to maximize best-case performance. Autoregressive
sampling affords the ability to easily incorporate prior knowledge by directly modifying likelihoods
of individual tokens p(⌧i|⌧1:i�1, ✓) in situ, for example by precluding expressions with nested
trigonometric operators. This dramatically reduces the search space, which has been shown to greatly
improve the ability to recover ground-truth expressions (Petersen et al., 2021b). Whereas DSR
focuses on discrete search and pruning the combinatorial search space, it does not exploit the (X, y)
data. In fact, the (X, y) data itself only shows up in the reward computation in (1), which is a weak,
aggregate learning signal. Thus, DSR trains from scratch for each new SR problem and cannot
generalize to new problems.

Large-scale pre-training. Large-scale pre-training (LSPT) algorithms (Biggio et al., 2021; Kamienny
et al., 2022; Vastl et al., 2022) tackle the problem of generalization in SR: they seek a single model
that, once trained, produces a distribution over solutions to any SR problem. To accomplish this, the
algorithm “Neural Symbolic Regression that Scales” (NeSymReS) (Biggio et al., 2021) uses a set
transformer (Lee et al., 2019) to learn an encoding of the (X, y) data. A second transformer network
then maps the encoding to a distribution over expressions using autoregressive sampling. The model
is trained end-to-end via supervised learning, using a large dataset of SR problems (input data (X, y)
and corresponding ground truth label ⌧ ) produced by a programmatic expression generator (Lample
and Charton, 2019). Given (X, y) at test time, beam search is used to find high-likelihood expressions.
LSPT approaches claim that pre-training alone is sufficient to solve many SR problems. However,
the lack of fine-tuning during testing means that LSPT algorithms may not be optimized for new
out-of-distribution SR problems.

Genetic programming. Genetic programming (GP) refers to a well-established class of evolutionary
algorithms commonly applied to SR in which a set or “population” of mathematical expressions
is maintained and “evolved” over time using genetic operators such as mutation, crossover, and
selection. We refer the reader to Langdon and Poli (2013) for an overview of GP. In this work, we
consider only standard GP (as defined in Chapter 7 of Bäck et al. (2018)); however, our integration of
GP into the unified framework applies to virtually any GP method. GP excels at exploring the search
space to find complex expressions, but does not employ a neural network or other parameterized
model to learn over time. This limitation was addressed in Mundhenk et al. (2021), where GP was
combined with a learned expression generator, but not in concert with other methods considered here.

Linear models. Linear models (LM) are a mainstay of statistics and machine learning (Murphy,
2022). LM methods seek expressions of the form g =

Pk
i=1 �i�i = ��T, where � := (�1, . . . ,�k)

comprises a library of k user-defined basis functions �i : Rn ! R, and � = (�1, . . . ,�k) is a vector
of scalar coefficients that is often learned using least squares minimization. To avoid over-fitting,
the vector � can be alternatively optimized using sparsity inducing optimizers. As an example, the
algorithm “Sparse Identification of Nonlinear Dynamical systems” (SINDy) (Brunton et al., 2016) is a
simple, computationally expedient, and popular LM method for SR, particularly for learning systems
of differential equations. SINDy identifies sparse representations by using LASSO (Tibshirani, 1996).
While effective at quickly learning sparse expressions, the restriction to a linear combination of
pre-defined basis functions results in a massively reduced search space, precluding such functional
forms as rationals and compositions. In our unified framework, we abstract the entire process of
learning a linear model into one single discrete token, thereby restoring the nonlinear, combinatorial
search space while retaining the ability to quickly learn sparse linear subcomponents.

3 Related Work

In addition to AIF, DSR, LSPT, GP, and LM described above, we describe several other related SR
solution strategies that are not part of our unified framework. EQL÷ presents a unique deep-learning
framework for SR that employs neural networks whose activation functions are elementary operators,
enabling end-to-end differentiable training (Sahoo et al., 2018). GrammarVAE learns to encode
expression trees in a continuous space and uses Bayesian optimization to optimize them in latent
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Table 1: Key capabilities and limitations of the five unified solution strategies.
Solution strategy Label Key capability Key limitation

AI Feynman AIF Exploits (X, y) data to sim-
plify a SR problem into lower-
dimensional sub-problems.

Underlying SR algorithm resorts
to simple BF/PF.

Deep symbolic
regression

DSR Neural network learns over time,
with the ability to incorporate in
situ constraints.

Does not exploit the (X, y) data,
which only appears in the (weak)
reward function.

Large-scale
pre-training

LSPT Leverages big data, learning from
many other problems by condi-
tioning on the (X, y) data.

Limited to fixed numbers of di-
mensions, and does not fine-tune
the search to a particular SR prob-
lem.

Genetic programming GP Rapidly explores the search space
via genetic operators.

Does not employ a neural network
to learn over time.

Linear models LM Quickly learn sparse coefficients
of a linear combination of basis
functions.

Operate on a dramatically re-
duced search space.

space (Kusner et al., 2017). Both EQL÷ and GrammarVAE impose specific representations of the
expressions (either by constraining the search space or by projecting it into a latent space) and thus
do not facilitate straightforward integration with the solution strategies in our framework. The idea
of pre-training models for use in neural-guided search, used by LSPT approaches and our unified
framework, is inspired by Bello et al. (2017), who apply a similar method to the traveling salesman
problem.

Previous work on hybrid approaches to SR mainly focus on improving a single aspect of one approach,
such as alleviating the challenge of high dimensional data by extracting features for GP (Icke and
Bongard, 2013), or improving the starting population of GP iterations (Mundhenk et al., 2021). Often,
the motivation for combining separate methods comes from specific problem settings, such as the
case of datasets with missing values (Al-Helali et al., 2018) or noisy high-dimensional measurements
in systems with known physical constraints (Reinbold et al., 2021). In contrast, the unification in our
work serves to enhance multiple general capabilities of SR, such as generalization, combinatorial
search and optimization, and single-token abstraction of function spaces.

Our empirical analysis heavily leverages SRBench, a reproducible and open-source platform for
benchmarking new SR methods against 14 established methods on accuracy and complexity for
122 real-world datasets and exact symbolic correctness for 130 ground-truth problems with varying
noise levels (La Cava et al., 2021). SRBench has seen rapid adoption by recent works that use it to
evaluate improvements in accuracy, exact solution rate, and solution complexity (Kamienny et al.,
2022; Virgolin and Bosman, 2022; Zhang et al., 2022).

Lastly, we note a similarity between this work and Rainbow, a work that combines several deep
reinforcement learning methods into a unified algorithm and performs extensive ablation studies
(Hessel et al., 2018). Analogous to Rainbow’s use of Deep Q Networks (DQN) as a base framework
into which it integrates several improvements, this work uses DSR as a base framework into which
we integrate AIF, LSPT, GP, and LM.

4 Methods

Our overall unification strategy is to carefully rewire the solution strategies identified above as con-
nected but non-overlapping modules in an algorithmic framework that leverages their key capabilities.
This is visualized in Figure 1 (see also Figure 12 in Appendix L for an illustrative example of
expression discovery under uDSR). In an initial offline stage, pre-training a parametric controller
model on a large dataset facilitates generalization to test problem instances (LSPT). In the online
stage, given a specific problem instance, a recursive problem simplification module (AIF) exploits
modularity of mathematical expressions to produce sub-problems of lower dimensionality for the
main trunk of uDSR. Within the trunk, a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) continually learns over
many iterations (DSR) and provides good candidates to seed the starting population for genetic
programming (GP); high fitness populations produced by GP are combined with elite candidates for
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controller parameter updates via risk-seeking policy gradient. Finally, the RNN is permitted the use
of a powerful symbolic token that encapsulates an entire space spanned by basis functions (LM).

Below, we describe the integration of each module in detail. Algorithm 1 provides high-level
pseudocode for uDSR. More detailed pseudocode is available in Algorithm 2 of Appendix A.

Table 2: Feature compatibility matrix for uDSR and the five integrated solution strategies.
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Beginning with DSR. For DSR, we begin with the method proposed by Petersen et al. (2021a),
including two improvements to exploration (soft length prior and hierarchical entropy regularizer)
introduced in follow-up works (Landajuela et al., 2021a,b). DSR includes a number of in situ priors
and constraints to the search space, which help bias and/or prune the search, and have been shown to
greatly improve performance (Landajuela et al., 2021b). We provide a complete list of DSR priors
and constraints in Appendix B, including several new constraints required to unify all five methods
(described below). DSR also includes a CONST token that represents an arbitrary floating-point
constant, whose value is optimized using a nonlinear optimizer, e.g., L-BFGS-B (Zhu et al., 1997).

Integrating AIF via recursive simplifications. Our key insight to integrate AIF (Udrescu et al.,
2020) is that its recursive problem simplification steps can be viewed as orthogonal to the underlying
SR algorithm. While AIF resorts to BF/PF, we propose using a hybrid of the other four integrated
algorithms (which we continue to describe in subsequent paragraphs). To integrate AIF, we consider
the starting SR problem as P1, a d-dimensional SR problem. One application of AIF’s simplification
step produces either one sub-problem P2, with dimensionality d2 < d, or two sub-problems, P2 and
P3, with dimensions d2 and d3 such that d2 + d3 = d, as well as metadata M containing information
required to recombine sub-solutions back to the full solution of P1. Recursive simplifications are
applied until sub-problems at the leaf nodes of the recursion tree are each 1-dimensional. For
each sub-problem Pi (including the starting problem, P1), we apply our hybrid SR algorithm to its
corresponding dataset, (X, y)i. Finally, using the metadata from each simplification step, solutions
from all sub-problems are recombined to form a single, final solution to the original problem, P1.

Integrating LM via the novel LINEAR token. Our design goal for integrating LM is to retain
the ability to quickly learn linear subcomponents of an expression, while still operating in a general
nonlinear functional space. That is, while LM finds expressions of the form g(x) = �(x)�T, we
seek to search more generic expressions of the form f(x) = F (x, g(x)), where F is a nonlinear
function subject to certain constraints (see below), while still using linear methods to determine the
coefficients of g(x). We accomplish this by proposing to represent g(x) as a special type of terminal
token, which we call LINEAR. LINEAR serves as a placeholder for a LM-like solution, �(x)�T,
where the values of the coefficients � are determined only when a traversal has terminated. Thus, we
abstract the entire process of learning a linear model into a single discrete token. In our approach, the
function F (x, w) must admit an expression tree with a single argument token for w and there must
exist G(x, v) such that y = F (x, G(x, y)), 8x, y 2 Rd ⇥ R.

Given an expression f(x) = F (x, �(x)�T), with F as described above, let f(��T) denote the view
of f as a function of � only. Naively, one could solve a nonlinear optimization problem to determine
the values of �, just as DSR and Biggio et al. (2021) optimize CONST tokens. However, nonlinear
optimization is computationally expensive, scales poorly with more coefficients, and is challenging
to induce sparsity. Instead, we consider the following convex optimization problem, for which there
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are efficient sparse linear solvers:

arg min
�2Rk

L(�) := k�(X)�T � f
�1

(y)k2
2. (2)

We attain this formulation by solving the equation y = F (X, LINEAR) for LINEAR, which gives
LINEAR = G(X, y). Since this requires taking the inverse of all ancestor operators of LINEAR—
binary operators are reduced to unary operators by lexical closure, elaborated more programmatically
below—we use f

�1
(y) := G(X, y) to denote the view of G as a function of y only.

Equation (2) exhibits an attractive property that enables LINEAR to exactly recover non-linear
expressions with linear subcomponents. When LINEAR is chosen at the correct position in a traversal,
in the sense that the true computational graph contains a linear combination of basis functions in the
corresponding subgraph, we have that f

�1
(y) exactly equals that linear combination. For example,

given (X, y) data generated from a ground-truth expression f
?(x) = sin(x1)+exp(1.2x

3
1+3.4x1x2),

and a basis containing all monomials up to degree 3, the traversal ⌧ = [+, SIN, x1, EXP, LINEAR]

yields f
�1

(y) = log (y � sin(x1)), and the corresponding solution to (2) exactly recovers f
?.

Programmatically, we solve (2) using the expression tree for ⌧ and the following procedure (illustrated
in Figure 5 of Appendix C; pseudocode is provided in Algorithm 2 of Appendix A): First, partially
execute the tree by evaluating all nodes that are not direct ancestors of LINEAR. Second, redefine
binary operators as unary operators by fixing (or “binding”) the one pre-computed argument (this is
called partial application—a type of lexical closure—in computer science). Third, successively apply
the root node’s inverse operation on the y data until LINEAR is the only token in the tree, resulting in
f

�1
(y). Finally, perform a linear fit on (2) using the transformed data, (X, f

�1
(y)).

This procedure for abstracting a linear model into a single operator exhibits several complications:
(1) it only works if there is exactly one LINEAR token, (2) it does not work in the presence of other
placeholder tokens, e.g., the CONST token used in DSR, and (3) it does not work if LINEAR has
non-invertible ancestors (e.g., SIN), as y = F (X, LINEAR) might not have a unique solution on
LINEAR. Fortunately, seamlessly incorporating these restrictions into the search space is precisely
what the DSR algorithm excels at. To this end, we enable LINEAR into our framework by introducing
three constraints to the search space (further detailed in Appendix B): (1) there can be at most one
LINEAR token; (2) the LINEAR token and CONST token are mutually exclusive—one cannot appear if
the other is present; and (3) the LINEAR token cannot be the descendant of a non-invertible unary
token, e.g., SIN. In this work, we consider the set of basis functions � given by the monomials of
degree up to D and solve (2) using a sparsity-inducing least square method (see Appendix C for
details).

Lastly, we observe that standard LM regression is restored when F (x, w) = w. In that case, we
recover the function f(x) = �(x)�T with trivial traversal ⌧ = [LINEAR]. Thus, our method expands
the search space of LM by allowing nonlinear function compositions. For instance, F (x, w) = 1

w

leads to f(x) = 1
�(x)�T , which is outside the search space in standard LM regression.

Integrating GP via population seeding. To our knowledge, hybridization of DSR and GP is the
only combination of the five methods that has been explored to date. To summarize, as in Mundhenk
et al. (2021), we hybridize DSR with GP by abstracting the GP algorithm as an inner optimization
loop within DSR. Each time DSR samples a batch of expressions, we use this batch as the starting
population for an inner-loop GP algorithm. The top samples at the end of GP are combined with the
DSR batch for training the neural network. This process leverages GP’s ability to rapidly explore
the search space, while using DSR’s persistent neural network to mitigate the disadvantages of GP’s
non-parametric nature (Mundhenk et al., 2021).

Integrating LSPT via supervised or reinforcement learning. We integrate LSPT by merging the
RNN used in DSR with a set transformer in an encoder-decoder fashion. Our encoder architecture
closely mimics that of NeSymReS (Biggio et al., 2021). The set transformer encodes a given dataset
(X, y) into a latent representation h0. This representation is passed as initial state to the RNN, which
decodes it into an expression ⌧ . The resulting architecture models the distribution p(⌧ |✓, , (X, y)),
where ✓ and  are the parameters of the RNN and set transformer, respectively (see Figure 1). As
in Biggio et al. (2021), we pre-train the model end-to-end on many SR problems using supervised
learning, using ground truth expressions as labels, resulting in parameters ✓?, ?. However, different
from existing LSPT approaches, given a new dataset (X 0

, y
0), we propose to search for a symbolic
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Algorithm 1 Unified deep symbolic regression. Color key: AIF, LSPT, DSR, GP, LM
input Symbolic regression problem P consisting of tabular data (X, y)
output Best fitting expression ⌧?
parameters Pre-trained controller and encoder parameters (✓?, ?), objective function J(✓, )
1: P1, . . . ,Pm  use AIF to recursively simplify P into m sub-problems
2: for each sub-problem Pi and corresponding dataset (X, y)i do
3: ✓ = ✓?, ?  load pre-trained encoder and controller parameters
4: while budget not exceeded do
5: TRNN  sample N expressions from p(⌧ |✓, ?, (X, y)i)
6: TGP  evolve population by performing S generations of GP
7: T  combine TRNN and top k expressions from TGP
8: T  compute coefficients of LINEAR tokens
9: ✓  train controller on T according to J(✓, ?)

10: ⌧ (i)  store best expression for problem Pi

11: ⌧?  use AIF to combine solutions ⌧ (1), . . . , ⌧ (m) into final solution
12: return ⌧?

expression by fine-tuning p(⌧ |✓, ?, (X 0
, y

0)) using reinforcement learning, with initial conditions
✓0 = ✓

?.

The pre-training phase requires a large dataset comprising SR problems, each defined by a set of
points (X, y) along with true expression ⌧ . To scale to arbitrary dataset size, we seek a problem
instance generator pG(⌧, (X, y)) = pG((X, y)|⌧)pG(⌧), from which we can sample expressions ⌧
and corresponding (X, y) data. Full details of the sampling process used by pG are provided in
Appendix D. Briefly, we leverage the fact that the distribution induced by DSR includes a prior
(Petersen et al., 2021b). To generate expressions, pG(⌧) = p(⌧ |✓ = 0) directly samples from this
prior, ignoring emissions from the RNN. Thus, the algorithm bootstraps or “imagines” expressions
that it then uses for training data, rather than relying on an external expression generator as in Biggio
et al. (2021); Kamienny et al. (2022); Vastl et al. (2022). After sampling ⌧ , pG((X, y)|⌧) is obtained
following the strategy in Biggio et al. (2021).

In this work, we explore two different objectives for model pre-training. First, following Biggio et al.
(2021), we consider the supervised learning (SL) objective:

JSL(✓, ) := E⌧g,(X,y)g⇠pG [log p (⌧g|✓, , (X, y)g)] .

During fine-tuning, ground-truth labels will not be available. To mitigate an objective mismatch be-
tween pre-training and fine-tuning objectives, we alternatively explore pre-training à la reinforcement
learning (RL) (Bello et al., 2017). Specifically, we consider:

JRL(✓, ) := E(X,y)g⇠pG

⇥
E⌧⇠p(⌧ |✓, ,(X,y)g) [R(⌧, (X, y)g)]

⇤
. (3)

In practice, this objective is maximized using a novel formulation of the risk-seeking policy gradient
for multitask learning (see Appendix D for details).

5 Experiments

Pre-training. We pre-train four models: two trained using SL and two trained using RL, each with
and without the LINEAR token. Details of the pre-training setup can be found in Appendix D.

Experimental setup using SRBench. We empirically assess uDSR using SRBench (La Cava et al.,
2021), an open-source and reproducible pipeline for benchmarking SR algorithms. SRBench features
130 problems with hidden ground-truth analytic solutions and 122 real-world datasets with no known
analytic model (“black-box” problems) from the PMLB database (Olson et al., 2017). By running
uDSR through the SRBench pipeline, we enable direct comparison to its curated results of 14
contemporary SR methods. The 14 baselines are described in Appendix E.

For all experiments, we use a minimal set of tokens: +, �, ⇥, ÷, SIN, COS, EXP, LOG, SQRT, 1.0,
CONST, and (except for the appropriate ablations) LINEAR. For simplicity, our choice of � (basis
functions for LINEAR) includes only polynomial terms up to degree 3. Hyperparameters are listed
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Figure 2: SRBench-generated comparisons of symbolic (left) and accuracy-based (right) solution rates for uDSR
and 16 baseline SR methods, averaged across 130 ground-truth SR problems and four different noise levels.

in Table 3 of Appendix F. When possible, we reused the hyperparameters of the published methods
most similar to each uDSR component.

We ran uDSR via SRBench on the 252 datasets with 10 random seeds each. Each run was performed
for up to 2,000,000 expression evaluations per sub-problem, or until a 24 hr walltime limit was
reached. For ground-truth problems, SRBench computes two metrics, each averaged across the 130
problems: (1) symbolic solution rate, based on symbolic equivalence using SymPy (Meurer et al.,
2017) and (2) accuracy solution rate, defined as achieving an R

2
> 0.999 on held-out test data. For

black-box problems, SRBench reports accuracy (R2 on held-out test data) vs complexity (number of
nodes in the SymPy-parsed expression tree).
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Figure 3: SRBench-generated comparison of test R2 (on held-
out test data) vs complexity for uDSR and 22 baseline regres-
sion/SR methods, averaged across 122 black-box SR problems.

Performance results. Figure 2 shows
that uDSR outperforms all other 14 bench-
marked methods both in symbolic solu-
tion (by a large margin) and accuracy solu-
tion rates. Figure 3 shows that uDSR falls
on the Pareto frontier, alongside Operon
(Kommenda et al., 2020) (at higher ac-
curacy and complexity), and DSR and
SINDy (at lower accuracy and complex-
ity).

Notably, the previously published SR-
Bench results had no clear winner across
the three categories of (1) symbolic solu-
tion, (2) accuracy solution, and (3) Pareto
efficiency. The top performers for sym-
bolic solution rate (namely, AIF) dif-
fered from those for accuracy solution
rate (namely, Operon and MRGP). Only
Operon appeared as a top performer in
two categories. However, in this work,
we see that uDSR is highest in all three
categories.

6 Ablations and Discussion

Ablations. Since uDSR integrates many disparate components, it is critical to assess the relative
contributions of each component in various contexts. To identify synergies, anti-synergies, and
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Figure 4: Combinatorial ablations of uDSR components on 130 SRBench ground-truth problems. Indicators
below bars denote which components are enabled for each ablation. X: Component enabled. -: Component
disabled. S: Pre-training enabled using SL. R: Pre-training enabled using RL. #: Number of enabled components.
Error bars represent standard error across 10 random seeds per problem. Colored labels are referred to in the
main text. Ablation ‘D’ is equivalent to Mundhenk et al. (2021). Ablation ‘DSR’ is equivalent to Landajuela
et al. (2021b).

diminishing returns among the integrated methods, we perform a large-scale study of all combinations
of the five integrated methods (standard “leave-one-out” style ablations in which we begin with the
full uDSR and ablate one component at a time do not provide this full picture). There are 48 total
combinations: AIF 2 [on, off] ⇥ GP 2 [on, off] ⇥ LINEAR 2 [on, off] ⇥ pre-training 2 [SL, RL,
off] ⇥ DSR 2 [on, off]. We define ablating each component as follows: For AIF, “off” means that
we do not perform recursive problem-simplification; only the root problem is considered. For GP,
“off” means we do not perform inner-loop GP algorithms between batches. For LINEAR, “off” means
we exclude the LINEAR token from the library. For pre-training, SL and RL refer to whether we use
the model pre-trained using SL or RL; “off” means we do not use any pre-trained model, and the
controller architecture does not include the set transformer component. For DSR, “off” means the
learning rate for the neural network is set to zero; notably, the controller is still used for sampling,
including all priors and constraints. For each ablation, we run on the 130 ground-truth SRBench
problems with 10 random seeds each (48 ⇥ 130 ⇥ 10 = 62, 400 total runs), using a maximum of
500,000 expression evaluations per sub-problem.

Figure 4 shows the symbolic solution rate and accuracy solution rate computed by SRBench, with
labels for select ablations we refer to in the subsequent discussion. Generally, performance increases
with the number of enabled components, N . For a fixed N , GP and LM tend to yield the largest
marginal performance gains. Refer to Figure 9 in Appendix G for a visualization of the marginal
performance gains yielded by each component.

Recommendations. The full uDSR algorithm, using all components and RL pre-training, achieves
the best symbolic and accuracy success on SRBench. Nonetheless, we believe that the choice of SR
algorithm should be guided by use case. Thus, based on the extensive ablation studies presented
above, we provide our recommendations for the five integrated solution strategies.

AIF’s recursive simplifications have the attractive property of providing strict improvement over the
base SR algorithm, since the root sub-problem in the sub-problem tree is simply the original problem;
sub-problems further down the tree only have the ability to improve the end result. This property
comes at the expense of incurring a roughly m-fold increase in computational cost, where m is the
number of identified sub-problems. Empirically, our ablations confirm the strict improvement (e.g.,
compare ‘A’ with ‘DSR’ in Figure 4), though performance gains exhibit diminishing returns as the
number of integrated methods increases. Thus, we suggest inclusion of AIF for use cases in which
computational cost is not an important bottleneck. Finally, we note that we only considered AIF
without its dimensionality analysis component, as this is really a pre-processing step orthogonal to
the SR algorithm. For real-world problems with physical units, we highly recommend that users first
perform dimensional analysis on their SR problem.

The best results were obtained using RL pre-training with all other components enabled. However,
in general, LSPT across the ablations yielded mixed results. For example, the only significant
anti-synergy among all components occurs between SL pre-training and GP (compare ‘B1’ and ‘B2’
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in Figure 4). To gain further insight into which use cases may benefit from LSPT, we inspected the
initial rewards for each pre-training modality before fine-tuning. As shown in Figure 6 of Appendix D,
both SL and RL pre-trained models yield higher reward than randomly initialized models. This is
especially the case for RL pre-training, where the traces of the initial expressions (see Figure 8 of
Appendix D) appear very close to the real data. Thus, pre-training can be desirable for use cases with
very low budgets (e.g., zero-shot learning), a point reinforced empirically by Biggio et al. (2021).
However, as shown in Figure 7 of Appendix D, pre-trained models may have tendencies to become too
“sharp” (i.e., exhibiting low entropy), resulting in reduced exploration that can hinder performance
during fine-tuning. We conclude that to be effective in combination with other solution strategies in
SR, pre-trained models must strike the delicate balance between high initial reward and sufficient
initial diversity.

Both the LINEAR token and the inclusion of our GP component almost always provide large improve-
ments in both symbolic solution and accuracy solution (e.g., compare ‘C’ and ‘D’ with ‘DSR’ in
Figure 4). They also do not incur significant additional computational cost given a fixed budget of
expressions (see Table 4 of Appendix H). Thus, we highly recommend their inclusion for most use
cases. A limitation of the LINEAR token, and to a lesser extent the use of GP, is that it is inefficient
in improving accuracy relative to its complexity, which we show in Figure 10 of Appendix I. Thus,
users may not want LINEAR or GP for use cases in which they seek a low-complexity expression.

7 Conclusion
We introduce a modular framework for SR, in which we carefully integrate five different SR solution
strategies in an attempt to maximize the benefits of each and cover each other’s weaknesses. Our
unification strategy focuses on abstraction of the constituent strategies: using DSR as a baseline, we
abstract AIF as an algorithmic wrapper, LSPT as a pre-training step, GP as an inner-optimization loop,
and LM as a single optimizable token. Using the SRBench pipeline for benchmarking SR algorithms,
uDSR demonstrates state-of-the-art performance across 252 benchmark problems. For future work,
we leave open the questions of using more advanced modules for GP, such as GP-GOMEA (Virgolin
et al., 2017), or controller architectures (such as transformers as alternatives to the RNN), as well as
the possible benefits from hyperparameter tuning individual modules. We hope that future work in
SR considers additional strategies for hybridizing and/or abstracting SR solution strategies.
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